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Abstract
We consider the single-machine bicriterion scheduling problem of enumerating the Pareto-optimal sequences with respect to the
totalweighted completion time and themaximum lateness objectives.We show that themaster sequence concept originally introduced
for 1|rj |
∑
wjUj by Dauzère-Pérès and Sevaux is also applicable to our problem and a large number of other sequencing problems.
Our uniﬁed development is based on exploiting common order-theoretic structures present in all these problems. We also show
that the master sequence implies the existence of global dominance orders for these scheduling problems. These dominance results
were incorporated into a new branch and bound algorithm, which was able to enumerate all the Pareto optima for over 90% of
the 1440 randomly generated problems with up to n = 50 jobs. The identiﬁcation of each Pareto optimum implicitly requires the
optimal solution of a strongly NP-hard problem. The instances solved had hundreds of these Pareto solutions and to the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst algorithm capable of completely enumerating all Pareto sequences within reasonable time and space for
a scheduling problem with such a large number of Pareto optima.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let J = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} be the set of jobs that must be processed by a machine. Each job i has a processing time
pi , a weight wi , and a due date di , for 1 in. Initially, all of the jobs are available to be processed by the machine
and it starts processing a job at time zero. Once the machine starts processing a job i, it cannot be interrupted, and
requires pi units of time to complete its processing. Thus a schedule for the machine can be completely speciﬁed by
giving the sequence in which the jobs are processed. Let s be a sequence of the jobs in J represented by the n-tuple
(s(1), s(2), . . . , s(n)), where s(i) is the ith job processed by the machine. The completion time of job s(i) is given by
Cs(i) =∑1 j i ps(j), and its lateness is deﬁned by Ls(i) = Cs(i) − ds(i). For a given sequence s, two well-known
scheduling objectives are themaximum lateness and totalweighted completion timegiven byLmax(s)=max1 in Ls(i)
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and Cw(s) =∑1 in ws(i)Cs(i), respectively. The total weighted completion time can be considered as an auxiliary
function measuring the total work-in-process inventory cost in a manufacturing system, while the maximum lateness
measures how close the system is to meeting due dates. Thus these two objectives represent the usually competing
concerns of manufacturing efﬁciency and customer service.
A sequence s is Pareto-optimal if there is no sequence s′ having both Cw(s′)Cw(s) and Lmax(s′)Lmax(s) with
at least one inequality holding strictly. Two Pareto-optimal sequences s and s′ are equivalent if Cw(s′) = Cw(s) and
Lmax(s
′)=Lmax(s). In this paper, we consider the problem of enumerating all nonequivalent Pareto-optimal sequences
s with respect to the objectives Cw(s) and Lmax(s). We follow the notation of Lawler et al. [12] and of T’kindt and
Billaut [22] throughout the paper. Using the latter notation, we denote the problem by 1‖#(Cw,Lmax). Hoogeveen and
van deVelde [10] proved that the unweighted problem 1‖#(∑Cj , Lmax) is solvable in polynomial time by proving that
any such problem has at most a polynomial number of nonequivalent Pareto-optimal sequences. For unequal weights,
however, the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax) isNP-hard in the strong sense due to theNP-hardness result by Lenstra et al.
[13] for the problem 1|dj |∑wjCj .
Since it is computationally very difﬁcult to enumerate all Pareto optima for different objectives and machine envi-
ronments where the underlying single-objective optimization problems areNP-hard, relatively few papers have been
published on this. Exact algorithms have been presented for the problems F2‖#(Cmax, Tmax) [4], F2‖#(Cmax,∑ Tj )
and F2‖#(Cmax,∑Uj) [14], and 1‖#(Tmax,∑ Tj ) [20]. Heuristic algorithms have also been studied for various types
of bicriterion scheduling problems [1,16,11].
In this paper, we describe several alternative characterizations for dominant sets of sequences for the 1‖#(Cw,Lmax)
problem. First we show the existence of a simple adjacent dominance order for the problem. Since this applies only
to jobs in adjacent positions in a sequence, its effectiveness and applicability in restricting the search space is limited.
Therefore,wederive from it an alternative characterization for the dominant sequences,which uses the ‘master sequence’
concept introduced by Dauzère-Pérès and Sevaux for the seemingly unrelated problem 1|rj |∑wjUj [5]. We prove
the important insight that the applicability of the master sequence depends only on order-theoretic properties of the
scheduling problem and not on the actual objective or data. This enables us to present a uniﬁed development and
extension of the concept to 1‖#(Cw,Lmax), 1|dj |∑wjCj and several other unrelated problems. We also introduce a
new way of using the master sequence concept by deriving new global dominance orders on the jobs from it. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time a global dominance order is proven to exist for Pareto-optimal sequences. We
apply an upper-bound-constraint approach (also called -constraint approach [22]) to solve the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax),
which involves repeatedly minimizing Cw subject to the constraint that Lmax is upperbounded by some known value.
For a ﬁxed value L, the constraint LmaxL can be implemented using implied deadlines of the form dj = dj + L
to solve the equivalent problem 1|dj |∑wjCj . We incorporate the dominance results into an efﬁcient branch and
bound algorithm for enumerating the Pareto-optimal sequences for 1‖#(Cw,Lmax), and demonstrate that they are very
effective in restricting the size of the branch and bound trees generated. This enabled us to efﬁciently enumerate all
Pareto-optimal solutions for 91% of the randomly generated problems with up to 50 jobs, in spite of the fact that the
average number of Pareto-optimal sequences per instance was in the hundreds, i.e., for each instance of the bicriterion
problem, we had to solve hundreds of instances of the strongly NP-hard problem 1|dj |∑wjCj . Since the number of
Pareto-optimal sequences increased at a very fast rate when increasing n, we have also tested a heuristic version of
our algorithm, which can be used to ﬁnd a desired number of uniformly distributed Pareto-optima for problems with
larger n.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce a ‘2-dimensional adjacent interchange order’ for
1‖#(Cw,Lmax). After this, we prove that the master sequence concept is applicable to a much larger set of the prob-
lems than it was originally envisaged, including 1‖#(Cw,Lmax). Following this, we show how the master sequence
implies the existence of a global dominance order on the job sequences. This allows a more efﬁcient implementa-
tion of a branch and bound algorithm, that we describe in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the results
of a large-scale computational experiment for 1‖#(Cw,Lmax). This is followed by a summary and our concluding
remarks.
2. Dominance results
In this section, we derive new dominance results for the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax). Our results extend those of Erschler
et al. [7] for the problem 1|rj , dj |Cmax and Dauzère-Pérès and Sevaux [5] for the problem 1|rj |∑wjUj . Our approach
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Fig. 1. Planar representation of the 5-job instance from Example 1.
represents a uniﬁed theory of global dominance orders for all these problems, and it does not use the actual data values
or objective functions for these problems, it exploits only the underlying order-theoretic structures all these problems
share. Next we review some important terminology for partial orders.
2.1. Partial orders
By a partially ordered set (or partial ordering) we mean a pair P = (X, P ) consisting of a set X together with
a binary relation P on X × X which is reﬂexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. For the jobs u, v ∈ X, uP v is
interpreted as u is less than or equal to v in P , and u<P v can be interpreted as u less than v in P. The usual symbols
 and < will be reserved for relations between real numbers. An element u in P is minimal, if there is no v in P
such that v<Pu. Similarly, an element u in P is maximal if there is no v in P such that u<P v. When for every pair of
jobs u, v ∈ X × X we have either uP v or vP u, then our partial ordering P = (X, P ) is called a linear order
(or complete order). Given a pair of partial orders P = (X, P ) and Q = (X, Q) on the same set X, we call Q an
extension of P (P a suborder of Q) if uP v implies uQv for all u, v ∈ X. A partial ordering Q = (X, Q) is a
linear extension of a partial ordering P = (X, P ) if Q is a linear order that extends P, i.e. a sequence of all elements
consistent with P .
2.2. Adjacent dominance results
First, we present the following simple dominance result for adjacent jobs k and m with respect to the objectives Cw
and Lmax.
Proposition 1. Let s1 and s2 be sequences of jobs given by s1 = (V kmU) and s2 = (VmkU), where k and m are
individual jobs and V and U are subsequences of jobs. Suppose that wk
pk
 wm
pm
and there exists a job j after k in s1 with
dj dk . Then we have that Cw(s2)Cw(s1) and Lmax(s2)Lmax(s1), and if wkpk <
wm
pm
then Cw(s2)<Cw(s1).
Proof. The existence of job j after k in s1 with dj dk ensures that the lateness of job k in both s1 and s2 is not
greater than that of job j. The lateness of job m is clearly not larger in s2 than in s1. The lateness of every other job
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remains the same in s2 as in s1, and therefore interchanging k and m results in Lmax(s2)Lmax(s1). The appropriate
inequality betweenCw(s2) andCw(s1) can be proved by a simple interchange argument and direct calculation of theCw
values. 
Deﬁnition 1. We call a partial order on the set of jobs an adjacent interchange order or adjacent dominance order
for the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax) if for every pair of adjacent jobs with m k and every pair of sequences s1 = (V kmU)
and s2 = (VmkU), we have Cw(s2)Cw(s1) and Lmax(s2)Lmax(s1).
Corollary 1. The partial order on the set of jobs deﬁned by m k if dkdm and wkpk 
wm
pm
is an adjacent interchange
order for 1‖#(Cw,Lmax).
Proof. The corollary is an easy consequence of Proposition 1 as m itself can play the role of the job j in the
proposition. 
Next we introduce a 2-dimensional planar representation of the adjacent interchange order . We represent in the
plane with the x and y axes replaced by the nondecreasing d and w
p
orders (see Example 1 and Fig. 1 to demonstrate
this representation). A job j is represented by the point (dj , wjpj ). Then m k in this representation if k is not to the left
of or below m. Thus the adjacent interchange order orders the following pairs in the example: 2 1, 2 3, 5 1, 5 3,
5 4, and 4 3.
Example 1. A 5-job instance for the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax), which has the four nonequivalent Pareto-optimal se-
quences s1, s2, s3 and s4.
j 1 2 3 4 5
dj 5 1 10 8 3
wj 2 3 2 8 4
pj 2 1 1 2 1
s Lmax(s) C
w(s)
s1 = (2, 5, 1, 4, 3) 0 81
s2 = (5, 2, 4, 1, 3) 1 68
s3 = (4, 2, 5, 3, 1) 2 65
s4 = (5, 4, 2, 3, 1) 3 64
The effectiveness of an adjacent interchange order to restrict the search space by eliminating sequences from con-
sideration for Pareto optima is quite limited, as it applies only to sequences in which the comparable jobs are adjacent.
A much stronger property is the following.
Deﬁnition 2. We call a partial order ≺ on the set of jobs a global dominance order or dominance order for the problem
1‖#(Cw,Lmax) if for any Pareto-optimal sequence s, there is an equivalent Pareto-optimal sequence s′ that is a linear
extension of ≺.
The fact that two jobs are ordered by an adjacent interchange order does not imply that they are also ordered the
same way by a global dominance order, because their interchangeability may depend on the jobs between them if they
are not adjacent. This is part of the reason why adjacent dominance orders are less effective in limiting the size of the
search space for optimal sequences. This can be demonstrated even on a small instance like Example 1: Note that s3
is not a linear extension of , because 4 precedes 5 in s3 but 5 4. Since there are no linear extensions of equivalent
with s3, we can conclude that is not a global dominance order, and we cannot simply restrict our search to linear
extensions of .
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Next we apply Proposition 1 to characterize a dominant set of sequences for the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax).
Theorem 1. For the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax), we only need to consider sequences s∗ = (V kmU) such that for each
pair of adjacent jobs k and m either
1. wm
pm
<
wk
pk
, or
2. wm
pm
= wk
pk
and dmdk , or
3. wm
pm
>
wk
pk
and for every j after k in s∗ we have dj > dk .
Proof. Let s be any Pareto-optimal sequence. First, we observe that if there is a pair of adjacent jobs k and m in s,
with k before m, such that wm
pm
>
wk
pk
, then there cannot exist a job j after k with dj dk, since if it did, then applying
Proposition 1 to the pair k,m would yield a sequence s′ with Cw(s′)<Cw(s) and Lmax(s′)Lmax(s), contradicting
that s is Pareto-optimal. Thus every adjacent pair k and m in s with wm
pm
>
wk
pk
must satisfy condition 3 of the theorem. In
the following we show that s can be transformed into an equivalent Pareto-optimal sequence s∗ in which each adjacent
pair satisﬁes one of the (mutually exclusive) conditions of the theorem.
Assume the contrary, i.e., s = (V1k1m1U1) does not satisfy the conditions of the theorem, where (k1,m1) is the
rightmost pair of adjacent jobs that violates conditions 1–3 in the theorem, and let n1 be the position of job k1. Since
condition 1 is automatically satisﬁed if wm1
pm1
<
wk1
pk1
, and condition 3 cannot be violated by the above argument, this
means that wm1
pm1
= wk1
pk1
and dk1 >dm1 .Applying Proposition 1, we can interchange jobsm1 and k1 to obtain an equivalent
Pareto-optimal sequence. If k1 and the job immediately following it again violate the conditions 1–3, then we can keep
interchanging k1 backward in the sequence until k1 and the job immediately following it do not violate the theorem.
We get the equivalent Pareto-optimal sequence s1 = (V1m1Y1k1X1) where U1 = Y1X1. We claim that the subsequence
(m1Y1k1X1) does not contain any violations: For the adjacent pairs in X1, everything stays the same, and since there
were no violations inX1 before by the deﬁnition of jobs k1 andm1, there are no violations inX1. If there was a violation
by the pair containing the leftmost job of X1 and k1, then we would have interchanged the pair. Consider now the pairs
in Y1 = (y1y2 · · · y|Y1|). Since (k1,m1) was the rightmost violating pair in s and condition 2 is a local property for a pair,
which is not affected by other surrounding jobs, no pair from Y1 can violate condition 2 in m1Y1k1X1. Let (yi, yi+1)
be a pair of jobs from Y1 with wyi+1pyi+1 >
wyi
pyi
. Since (yi, yi+1) is to the right of (k1,m1) in s, by the choice of the pair
(k1,m1), we have that dx, dyl > dyi for every x ∈ X1 and yl ∈ Y1 (l > i). Furthermore, if we had dk1dyi (that is,
(yi, yi+1) violated condition 3 of the theorem), then applying Proposition 1, we could interchange yi and yi+1 and
get a sequence whose Cw value would strictly be better than that of s, contradicting the Pareto optimality of s. Thus,
(yi, yi+1) must satisfy condition 3 of the theorem also in m1Y1k1X1. The same argument as for (yi, yi+1), holds for
the pair (m1, y1) too. Therefore, the subsequence (m1Y1k1X1) does not contain any violations. If (the remainder of) s1
does not contain any violations, then let s∗ = s1; Otherwise let s1 = (V2k2m2U2), where (k2,m2) is the rightmost pair
of adjacent jobs that violates the theorem, and let n2 be the position of k2. Since there are no violations in (m1Y1k1X1),
we have that k2 ∈ V1 and n2 <n1. As above, we keep interchanging k2 backward in the sequence until it no longer
violates the theorem and we get the equivalent Pareto-optimal sequence s2 = (V2m2Y2k2X2). Repeating this process
again, it must terminate after at most n − 1 jobs ki are moved backward in this way, and we obtain the equivalent
Pareto-optimal sequence s∗ that satisﬁes the theorem. 
Theorem 1 deﬁnes adjacent dominance conditions for jobs k and m. As we have discussed above, such adjacent
orders have limited effectiveness. Furthermore, their successful application to scheduling problems is hindered by the
relatively large overhead their implementation usually requires. In the next section, we show how one can extract much
more effective global dominance orders from such 2-dimensional adjacent dominance orders.
2.3. Global dominance results
In this section, we identify global dominance pairs m ≺ k for jobs k and m. The pair m ≺ k speciﬁes that job m must
precede job k in any dominant sequence, not just when these jobs are adjacent. These global dominance pairs form a
partial ordering ≺ of the jobs. We will use the ‘master sequence’ concept developed by Dauzère-Pérès and Sevaux [5]
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for the seemingly unrelated problem 1|rj |∑wjUj . We show that these ideas can also be extended to our problem,
as their validity is due to the underlying order-theoretic properties shared by many problems. We deﬁne the master
sequence  that will be used to generate all sequences that satisfy the conditions of the previous theorem. Let J d be the
sequence with the jobs ordered in nonincreasing d-order (where we use the nondecreasing w
p
-order as a tie-breaker).
Let J
w
p be the sequence of the jobs ordered in nondecreasing w
p
-order (where we use the nonincreasing d-order as a
tie-breaker). The algorithm MS builds the master sequence , starting from the right end of  and using the sequences
J d and J
w
p
. (Comments are enclosed in braces.)
Algorithm MS
 =; {intialize the master sequence}
For every i ∈ J d do {generator jobs}
begin
 → (i) ∪ ; {place i in the front}
i =; {initialize generated list for i}
For every j ∈ J wp do {generated jobs for i}
If (wj
pj
>
wi
pi
) and (dj > di) then i → (j) ∪ i ;
 → i ∪ ;
end;
According to algorithm MS, the master sequence  consists of two types of jobs: generator jobs and generated jobs,
ordered in the J d and J
w
p orders, respectively. More precisely, for each generator job i, its list of generated jobs i
consists of those jobs j with wj
pj
>
wi
pi
and dj > di , ordered in J
w
p order. The master sequence is built from right to left
by sequencing each generator job i, followed by putting its generated list i in front of it, with = [. . . (i )i . . .]. Note
that each job i appears exactly once as a generator job in , corresponding to its rightmost appearance in , but a job
may appear multiple times as a generated job. For the 5-job instance in Example 1, the master sequence is given by
 = [(54)2()5(43)1()4()3], where the generated jobs are shown in parentheses immediately to the left of their
generator (shown in bold), and () signals that no job is generated by the generator job on its immediate right. Imagine
that for each job i in Fig. 1, we draw, parallel to the axes, an open-ended rectangle whose top left-hand corner is the
point representing this job, then its generated jobs are exactly those which lie strictly inside this rectangle.
Next we introduce an alternative characterization of the dominant sequences s of Theorem 1. They will be deﬁned
as certain subsequences which can be extracted from the master sequence .
Deﬁnition 3. A sequence s=(s(1), s(2), . . . , s(n)) can be extracted from , if there exists a subsequence of generators
(gN . . . gh+1gh . . . g2g1), where dgN  · · · dgh · · · dg2dg1 and gN = s(iN ), . . . , g2 = s(i2), g1 = s(i1) with
1 iN < · · ·< i2 < i1 = n, such that, (s(1) . . . s(iN − 2) . . . s(iN − 1)) is a subsequence of gN ; for each 1h<N we
have (s(ih+1 + 1) . . . s(ih − 2)s(ih − 1)) as a subsequence of gh ; furthermore, if dgh+1 = dgh , then it is a subsequence
of gh\gh+1 .
In other words, each job appears exactly once in a sequence s extracted from , and this appearance is either in the
position where it was a generator in  (one of the gh) or in a position where it was a generated job, but a generated job
can be extracted only if its generator job to its immediate right in  has also been extracted. For example, the sequences
(5,4,2,3,1) and (2,5,4,1,3) can both be extracted from  in the above example. Next we prove that the sequences s which
satisfy Theorem 1 are exactly those sequences which can be extracted from .
Theorem 2. A sequence s satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 can be extracted from , and any sequence extracted
from  satisﬁes the conditions of Theorem 1.
Proof. Weshowﬁrst that any s satisfying the conditions ofTheorem1 can be extracted from. Let =(gN . . . gh+1gh . . .
g2g1) be the maximal subsequence of s we can form by starting from the right with g1 = s(i1) = s(n) and always
including a job if its due date is not larger than that of the last job included (that is, dgN  · · · dgh · · · dg1 ). The
gi will play the role of generator jobs for sequence s.
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Consider the generator job gh (1h<N) where gh = s(ih). If gh+1 = s(ih+1) = s(ih − 1), that is, gh+1 and gh
are adjacent in s, then we have dgh+1dgh by the deﬁnition of these jobs. If dgh+1 <dgh , then gh+1 precedes gh in 
(and both can serve as generators). If dgh+1 = dgh , and we had
wgh+1
pgh+1
<
wgh
pgh
, then the pair would violate condition 3 of
Theorem 1, contradicting the assumption that the adjacent pair (gh+1, gh) satisﬁes Theorem 1, and so we must have
wgh+1
pgh+1
 wgh
pgh
, and gh+1 precedes gh in  because of our tie-breaking rule for J d .
If gh and gh+1 are not adjacent in s, i.e., gh+1 	= s(ih−1), then for the job s(ih−1), we have ds(ih−1) > ds(ih)=dgh by
the deﬁnition of . Since the pair (s(ih−1), s(ih))=(s(ih−1), gh) satisﬁes Theorem 1, and it does not satisfy conditions
2 and 3, we have ws(ih−1)
ps(ih−1)
>
wgh
pgh
. Thus job s(ih − 1) is generated by gh. Consider job s(ih − 2). If gh+1 	= s(ih − 2),
then as above ds(ih−2), ds(ih−1) > (ds(ih)=)dgh . Since the pair (s(ih − 2), s(ih − 1)) satisﬁes Theorem 1, we have that
ws(ih−2)
ps(ih−2)
>
ws(ih−1)
ps(ih−1)
or
ws(ih−2)
ps(ih−2)
= ws(ih−1)
ps(ih−1)
and ds(ih−2)ds(ih−1), i.e., conditions 1 or 2. In either case, jobs s(ih − 2) and
s(ih − 1) are generated by gh. The same argument holds for any adjacent jobs between gh+1 and gh, i.e., every one of
these jobs is generated by gh and thus (s(ih+1 + 1) . . . s(ih − 2)s(ih − 1)) is a subsequence of gh . Finally we need
to show that gh+1 is to the left of gh in . If dgh+1 <dgh , then this is clearly true and both gh and gh+1 can serve as
generators in . Consider now the case where gh+1 	= s(ih −1) and dgh =dgh+1 : If we had wghpgh >
wgh+1
pgh+1
, then we would
have ws(ih+1+1)
ps(ih+1+1)
>
wgh
pgh
>
wgh+1
pgh+1
and ds(ih+1+1) > dgh = dgh+1 , since s(ih+1 + 1) is generated by gh, but this would imply
that the pair (gh+1, s(ih+1 + 1)) would violate Theorem 1. Thus we must have wghpgh 
wgh+1
pgh+1
, which means that gh+1 is
to the left of gh in  because of our tie-breaking rule for J d, and both can serve as generators. Thus, we have shown
that s can be extracted from  in every case.
For the converse, consider any sequence s∗ extracted from  and let k and m be two adjacent jobs in s∗ in this order.
We have to distinguish between four cases.
Case 1: If both k and m are generators in , then dkdm by deﬁnition. Notice that every job j to the right of m in
, generator or generated, must have dj dm. Therefore, if wmpm >
wk
pk
and dm >dk, then every j to the right of k will
have dj > dk and k and m satisfy condition 3 of Theorem 1. Note that we cannot have wmpm >
wk
pk
and dm = dk, since this
would place k to the right of m in the sequence J d of generators by our tie-breaking rule. If wm
pm
= wk
pk
then by dkdm,
k and m automatically satisfy condition 2 of Theorem 1. If wm
pm
<
wk
pk
, then condition 1 is automatically satisﬁed.
Case 2: If k is a generated job and m is a generator, then k ∈ m by our extraction rule for . This implies wkpk > wmpm
and dk > dm, and k and m satisfy condition 1 of Theorem 1.
Case 3: If k is a generator and m is a generated job, then the generator job l for m must be to the right of m in . This
implies wm
pm
>
wl
pl
and dm >dldk . If dl =dk , then wkpk 
wl
pl
by the tie-breaking rule for generator jobs in . Speciﬁcally,
we must have that wk
pk
>
wl
pl
and m ∈ l\k, which implies that wkpk  wmpm >
wl
pl
and dm >dl = dk . Thus k and m satisfy
either condition 1 or condition 2 of Theorem 1. Otherwise, consider the case where dl > dk . Every generator to the right
of k in  has a due date larger than dk and every job j generated by any of these generators has a dj strictly greater than
the due date of its generator, and thus we have dj > dk for every j to the right of k in . This means that if wmpm >
wk
pk
, then
k and m satisfy condition 3 of Theorem 1, if wm
pm
= wk
pk
, then they satisfy condition 2, and condition 1 is automatically
satisﬁed otherwise.
Case 4: If k and m are both generated, then they must have the same generator l, which is the ﬁrst generator job to
their right in s∗. Since the generated jobs are considered for insertion to the left of l in  in the J wp order, this implies
that k and m satisfy either condition 1 or 2 of Theorem 1. This completes the proof that any pair of adjacent jobs
in s∗ satisﬁes the applicable condition of Theorem 1, i.e., any sequence extracted from  satisﬁes the conditions of
Theorem 1. 
By Theorem 2, we can restrict our search for Pareto-optimal sequences to those which can be extracted from the
master sequence . This means that starting from the right, we would have to decide for every job in  whether it
is extracted or not for the current sequence we are building (with the proviso that a generated job can be extracted
only if its generator has also been extracted.) Since the length of  is at most O(n2), this would lead to a branch
and bound algorithm whose branching tree would contain at most 2n2 nodes. This was the approach used in [6] for
the problem 1|rj |∑Uj . The size of this branching tree, however, could still be excessive for large n-s. We develop
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an alternative method of generating these sequences, based on deﬁning a global dominance order on the jobs using
the planar representation and the master sequence . This approach will allow the use of an n−ary branching scheme
instead of the binary scheme that would be needed if the master sequence was directly used. Furthermore, its overhead
will be very small, because it is easy to restrict our search only to sequences which are partial linear extensions of the
global dominance order.
Our dominance order ≺ is a suborder of the 2-dimensional partial order deﬁned earlier. We deﬁne the dominance
order ≺ using certain ‘extreme jobs’ in the planar representation of . These are the jobs along the boundary (boundary
jobs), denoted by hi where 1 iN , that form a descending staircase (see Fig. 1). More precisely, a job h is a boundary
job if there is no other job j which generates h, i.e., for which dj < dh and wjpj <
wh
ph
. We number the boundary jobs hi
from right to left, i.e., in J d order. For each job i, we deﬁne a pair of indexes v(i), u(i), where v(i) is the index of
the leftmost boundary job which generates i in  and u(i) is the index of the rightmost boundary job which generates
it. (Recall that in our planar representation, a job h generates a job i if i is properly contained in the rectangle whose
top left corner is h.) In other words, u(i) = min{l|i ∈ hl } and v(i) = max{l|i ∈ hl }. Note that since a boundary job
hi never appears as a generated job, its interval of indexes is given by [u(hi), v(hi)] = [i, i]. We deﬁne ≺ to be the
suborder of consisting of pairs m k with u(m)>v(k).
Consider again the 5-job instance of the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax) given in Example 1. For this problem recall that the
master sequence is given by =[(54)2()5(43)1()4()3], and the planar representation for the problem is shown in
Fig. 1. In this example, we have two boundary jobs h1 =1 and h2 =2. The intervals for the jobs are [u(1), v(1)]=[1, 1],
[u(2), v(2)]=[2, 2], [u(3), v(3)]=[1, 1], [u(4), v(4)]=[1, 2], and [u(5), v(5)]=[2, 2].Thus according to our dominance
order ≺, jobs 2 and 5 must be processed before jobs 1 and 3, since u(5)=u(2)> v(1)= v(3). Observe that, in contrast
with the adjacent interchange order , these dominance pairs are all satisﬁed by the four nonequivalent Pareto-optimal
sequences identiﬁed for the example earlier, thus ≺ is a global dominance order indeed. We also note that we can
partition the horizontal and vertical axes into intervals in the planar representation of Fig. 1 corresponding to the ranges
into which the horizontal and vertical coordinates of a job must fall in order for it to have the corresponding [u(·), v(·)]
indexes. For example, u[4] = 1 as the horizontal coordinate of job 4 falls into the range with the u = 1 value on the
horizontal axis. Similarly, v[4] = 2 as the vertical coordinate of job 4 falls into the with the v = 2 value on the vertical
axis. This results in the same representation of ≺ as the one found in [7] for the dominance order they have deﬁned for
1|rj , dj |Cmax.
Corollary 2. Deﬁning ≺ by m ≺ k iff (m k and u(m)>v(k)) yields a global dominance order ≺ for the problem
1‖#(Cw,Lmax).
Proof. By the deﬁnition of m ≺ k, u(m)>v(k)), i.e., the leftmost boundary job generating k is to the right of the
rightmost boundary job generating m in . This implies that in any sequence that can be extracted from , m will occur
to the left of k. By Theorem 2, the proposition follows. 
In our algorithm for the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax), we will repeatedly solve the problem 1|dj |∑wjCj with implied
deadlines of the form dj = dj +L where LmaxL, while restricting the search space to partial linear extensions of ≺.
The following Corollary validates this approach.
Corollary 3. Themaster sequenceand thedominanceorder≺are exactly the same for the twoproblems1|dj |∑wjCj
and 1‖#(Cw,Lmax).
Proof. If we replace due dates dj by deadlines dj = dj + L where LmaxL, then J d = J d and all of the dominance
results above also apply to the problem 1|dj |∑wjCj . It can be easily checked that Proposition 1, Theorems 1 and
2, Corollary 2 and the whole development carries through for 1|dj |∑wjCj , with the only difference that dj is used
instead of dj . This follows because these results only use ordering properties of the jobs. 
Remark 1. We also note that the dominance order ≺ is a common structure to many other problems with a 2-
dimensional adjacent interchange order. These include such diverse and seemingly unrelated problems as 1|rj , dj |Cmax
[7], 1|rj |∑wjUj [5] and F2|rj |Cmax [3]. This is again true because all these problems have a 2-dimensional planar
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adjacent interchange order, which can be deﬁned similarly to , and then the whole theory carries through, as it uses
only ordering properties.
3. Algorithm for problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax)
In this section, we present the details of our exact algorithm for the problem 1‖#(Cw,Lmax). As mentioned earlier,
we apply an upper-bound-constraint approach similar to the one used by Tadei et al. for the problem 1‖#(∑ Tj , Tmax)
[20].We ﬁnd the Pareto optima by traversing the range ofLmax values in a systematic way, minimizing
∑
wjCj subject
to upper-bound constraints of the form LmaxL. (More precise details of the algorithm are presented in a pseudocode
in the appendix.) For each L value, we must solve an equivalent 1|dj |∑wjCj problem, with deadlines of the form
dj = dj +L. Because of Corollary 3, the dominance orders for these problems will be the same for each L value as the
dominance order for 1‖#(Cw,Lmax). Therefore, the dominance order can be established at the beginning, for the ﬁrst
problem to be solved, and can be used after this without any change. Next we describe the branch and bound algorithm
used to solve the problems 1|dj |∑wjCj .
3.1. Algorithm for problem 1|dj |∑wjCj
The problem 1|dj |∑wjCj was shown to be stronglyNP-hard by Lenstra et al. [13]. A number of branch and
bound algorithms have appeared in the literature for this problem. These include the algorithms of Potts and Van
Wassenhove [19], Posner [18] and Werner [23]. The relatively most efﬁcient one is a recent algorithm due to Pan [17],
which effectively doubled the size of problems previously solved. He reports that his algorithm is able to efﬁciently
solve problems with up to 120 jobs. The main feature of his algorithm is a dominance result he refers to as optimality
dominance:At each node, he recursively optimizes the sequence of themost recently sequenced 10 jobs. If the incumbent
sequence is not optimal for these jobs, then he fathoms the node. Next we describe the salient features of our branch
and bound algorithm for the problem 1|dj |∑wjCj .
3.1.1. Branching rule and dominance
We ﬁx the jobs starting at the end of the scheduling sequence. A node of the search tree is represented by the pair
(S, ), where S is the set of unﬁxed jobs and  = ((n − l), . . . , (n − 1), (n)) is the partial sequence of ﬁxed jobs.
We use ≺ |S to refer to the restriction of the dominance order ≺ to the set S. We apply a decomposition based on
Proposition 4 from Posner [18] to ﬁx jobs at the end of the sequence. If the jobs in S can be fully sequenced, then the
node (S, ) is fathomed. Otherwise, if |S|> 8, then we apply the optimality dominance check suggested by Pan: The
node (S, ) is fathomed without branching if the most recent 8 jobs (i.e., {(n − l), (n − l + 1), . . . , (n − l + 7)})
are not optimally sequenced in . (We use a scaled-down version of the algorithm to re-optimize the most recent 8
jobs.) If |S|8 or the node (S, ) cannot be fathomed using optimality dominance, then we must branch to the new
node (S\{k}, k). Here job k is a maximal job in ≺ |S with the additional property that the pair (k, (n − l)) satisﬁes
Theorem 1. It is important to note that both of these properties can be checked in O(n) time. The fact that we need to
consider branching to only the maximal jobs in ≺ |S substantially limits the size of the branch and bound tree. The
search strategy is to branch to the newest active node with the smallest lower bound. In contrast, Pan uses breadth ﬁrst
search to branch to the active node with the smallest lower bound.
3.1.2. Bounds
Upper and lower bounds are calculated at each node of the search tree, and each requires O(n log n) time to compute.
The upper bound is obtained by recursively sequencing in the last position the early job with the smallest w
p
value.
The lower bound is the simple job splitting bound due to Posner [18] with the improvement suggested by Bagchi and
Ahmadi [2].
4. Computational experiment
4.1. Test problems
For each 1‖#(Cw,Lmax) problem with n jobs, 3n integer data (wi, pi, di) were generated. The weights wi were
uniformly distributed in the range [1,W ] whereW ∈ {10, 100}, and the processing times pi were uniformly distributed
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Table 1
Results of the exact algorithm for n = 30
(1, 2) solved avg nodes avg Pareto avg CPU (s) total CPU (s) total Pareto
W = 10
(0.0, 1.1) 20 25,963.30 126.75 27.769 555.384 2535
(0.0, 1.4) 20 24,999.85 132.50 28.122 562.449 2650
(0.0, 1.7) 20 28,156.60 121.50 33.058 661.167 2430
(0.0, 2.0) 20 30,715.50 126.75 36.547 730.950 2535
(0.25, 1.1) 20 7571.15 87.60 7.900 158.000 1752
(0.25, 1.4) 20 23,410.85 118.15 23.803 476.066 2363
(0.25, 1.7) 20 39,882.40 127.80 47.989 959.784 2556
(0.25, 2.0) 20 32,933.80 126.75 41.324 826.483 2535
(0.5, 1.1) 20 1073.00 49.60 1.298 25.950 992
(0.5, 1.4) 20 11,234.70 102.50 11.296 225.916 2050
(0.5, 1.7) 20 36,879.40 148.25 41.489 829.784 2965
(0.5, 2.0) 20 27,253.20 132.10 33.431 668.617 2642
W = 100
(0.0, 1.1) 20 27,659.50 135.75 34.346 686.916 2715
(0.0, 1.4) 20 41,019.60 152.00 54.494 1089.884 3040
(0.0, 1.7) 20 40,100.00 126.95 55.648 1112.950 2539
(0.0, 2.0) 20 41,909.60 136.10 55.027 1110.533 2722
(0.25, 1.1) 20 13,680.55 114.40 16.343 326.866 2288
(0.25, 1.4) 20 33,381.50 131.05 36.710 734.210 2621
(0.25, 1.7) 20 34,208.40 137.20 43.784 875.684 2744
(0.25, 2.0) 20 57,537.10 141.35 65.717 1314.334 2827
(0.5, 1.1) 20 2151.40 52.15 2.599 51.983 1043
(0.5, 1.4) 20 9244.35 112.25 11.748 234.967 2245
(0.5, 1.7) 20 58,871.65 132.85 78.684 1573.683 2657
(0.5, 2.0) 20 40,054.80 133.30 51.302 1026.034 2666
in the interval [1, 100]. Following Posner [18], the due dates di were uniformly generated over [1∑pi, 2∑pi]where
1 ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5} and 2 ∈ {1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 2}. For each individual combination of W, (1, 2) and n, 20 problems
were generated. We used the random number generator of Taillard [21] to generate the problems.
4.2. Computational results
The algorithm was coded in Sun Pascal 4.2 and run on a SUN Enterprise 450 computer. Rather than use a preset
time limit for each problem instance, whose limiting effect could depend on the computer used, instead we limited the
total number of nodes (branched from) to 1,000,000 nodes. (Note that the node limit of 1,000,000 is cumulative over
all 1|dj |∑wjCj subproblems we have to solve for a given instance of 1‖#(Cw,Lmax).)
Tables 1–3 contain the results of the computational experiment for n= 30, 40 and 50 jobs, respectively. We consider
a problem solved if all Pareto-optimal sequences were enumerated for it. For each group of 20 problems we report: the
number of problems solved (denoted by solved); the average number of nodes for the solved problems (denoted by avg
nodes); the average number of Pareto-optimal sequences for the solved problems (denoted by avg Pareto); the average
CPU time in seconds for the solved problems (denoted by avg CPU); the total CPU time in seconds of all the problems
(denoted by total CPU); and the total number of Pareto-optimal sequences found for all of the problems (denoted by
total Pareto).
Overall wewere able to solve over 90%of the 1440 randomly generated problemswith up to 50 jobs. Not surprisingly,
our results indicate that the problem becomes much more difﬁcult as n increases. This is clearly demonstrated by noting
the differences in the number of problems solved, the average number of nodes and the average CPU times for different
n values. A somewhat surprising result is the relatively large number of Pareto-optima identiﬁed for our problem
compared to the problem 1‖#(Tmax,∑ Tj ) [20]. This is probably due to the fact that our two objective criteria tend to
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Table 2
Results of the exact algorithm for n = 40
(1, 2) solved avg nodes avg Pareto avg CPU (s) total CPU (s) total Pareto
W = 10
(0.0, 1.1) 20 150,957.30 251.20 264.693 5293.850 5024
(0.0, 1.4) 20 172,752.90 253.95 327.451 6549.017 5079
(0.0, 1.7) 20 176,695.20 222.60 371.645 7432.900 4452
(0.0, 2.0) 20 140,710.85 198.90 297.921 5958.416 3978
(0.25, 1.1) 20 25,157.25 178.45 47.388 947.751 3569
(0.25, 1.4) 20 100,322.80 215.90 171.992 3439.833 4318
(0.25, 1.7) 19 180,335.63 256.53 333.432 8090.783 5223
(0.25, 2.0) 20 226,694.10 237.50 428.638 8572.750 4750
(0.5, 1.1) 20 4645.00 86.70 10.946 218.916 1734
(0.5, 1.4) 20 50,495.85 190.85 97.523 1950.467 3817
(0.5, 1.7) 20 189,749.65 258.00 315.695 6313.899 5160
(0.5, 2.0) 20 149,211.10 228.55 289.438 5788.767 4571
W = 100
(0.0, 1.1) 20 210,842.15 262.40 386.920 7738.400 5248
(0.0, 1.4) 20 278,804.25 291.00 562.087 11,241.733 5820
(0.0, 1.7) 20 290,919.95 289.65 616.086 12,321.718 5793
(0.0, 2.0) 20 204,672.75 236.30 465.675 9313.498 4726
(0.25, 1.1) 20 58,377.55 182.30 124.573 2491.466 3646
(0.25, 1.4) 19 167,710.84 277.47 328.189 7988.700 5453
(0.25, 1.7) 19 188,387.32 267.89 403.440 9709.517 5319
(0.25, 2.0) 19 236,083.47 248.63 486.674 11,213.183 4940
(0.5, 1.1) 20 5981.85 98.70 13.902 278.032 1974
(0.5, 1.4) 20 100,120.50 192.05 168.029 3360.583 3841
(0.5, 1.7) 20 194,248.60 267.20 352.145 7042.900 5344
(0.5, 2.0) 19 203,603.26 243.95 400.311 9658.483 5008
prefer completely different schedules when considered on their own. This is also in contrast with the small (polynomially
bounded) number of Pareto-optimal solutions the unweighted problem is known to have. The average number of Pareto-
optimal sequences (including both solved and not completely solved problems) is 121.1, 226.6, and 335.1 for 30, 40,
and 50 jobs, respectively. Thus, for each instance of 1‖#(Cw,Lmax), we had to solve hundreds of 1|dj |∑wjCj
subproblems. Also surprising is the very small number of ‘ties’ encountered by the algorithm Pareto_optima. For the
1440 problems reported, only 112 encountered ties. The total number of ties was only 133 out of a total of 327,867
1|dj |∑wjCj subproblems. Another observation is that the problems with W = 100 appear to be more difﬁcult than
the problems with W = 10. This observation is consistent with Werner’s results for the problem 1|dj |∑wjCj [23].
For the problems with W = 10, the average CPU time (in s) for each 1|dj |∑wjCj subproblem was 0.239, 1.179,
and 3.925 for 30, 40, and 50 jobs, respectively. For the problems with W = 100, the corresponding times were 0.337,
1.617, and 4.770 for 30, 40, and 50 jobs, respectively. The easiest problems appear to be those with parameter values
(1, 2) = (0.5, 1.1) and (0.25, 1.1). For such problems, the range of Lmax values was relatively small.
Our above computational results suggest that for each 10-unit increase in n, the average number of Pareto-optimal
sequences per instance increases by at least 100. This could easily lead to excessive computational requirements for
n> 50, as we would have to solve as many 1|dj |∑wjCj subproblems as there are Pareto optima for each instance.
Therefore, we have decided to test a heuristic version of the algorithm for n = 60, 70, and 80. This version relaxes the
requirement that we want to completely enumerate all Pareto optima. Instead, for each instance, we have tried to ﬁnd a
preset number (25 in our experiments) of ‘uniformly distributed’Pareto-optimal sequences over the range [L∗max, L
w
p
max].
This means that the only change for the heuristic algorithm is that we let the variable step := 
(L
w
p
max − L∗max)/25
instead of 1. Note that because of this change the sequences identiﬁed by the algorithm are no longer guaranteed
to be Pareto-optimal, rather they are only weak Pareto-optimal. A sequence s is weak Pareto-optimal if and only if
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Table 3
Results of the exact algorithm for n = 50
(1, 2) solved avg nodes avg Pareto avg CPU (s) total CPU (s) total Pareto
W = 10
(0.0, 1.1) 14 319,125.14 377.57 767.269 25,038.766 7334
(0.0, 1.4) 13 532,640.23 401.54 1554.522 37,412.750 7703
(0.0, 1.7) 15 387,872.40 293.33 1215.238 33,404.916 6141
(0.0, 2.0) 17 320,330.65 274.59 1057.201 27,693.500 5816
(0.25, 1.1) 20 193,079.40 267.35 483.500 9670.000 5347
(0.25, 1.4) 12 421,825.42 364.33 1072.918 31,579.684 7473
(0.25, 1.7) 15 417,891.07 359.07 1063.849 30,843.766 7173
(0.25, 2.0) 13 312,992.62 298.54 1033.662 33,702.468 6583
(0.5, 1.1) 20 11,007.70 125.20 36.915 738.300 2504
(0.5, 1.4) 20 131,225.05 298.10 342.269 6845.383 5962
(0.5, 1.7) 11 354,374.73 338.45 814.062 32,251.301 7233
(0.5, 2.0) 17 391,789.18 326.53 1094.432 29,562.666 6843
W = 100
(0.0, 1.1) 12 484,788.25 409.42 1150.608 34,480.783 8201
(0.0, 1.4) 12 475,167.83 376.83 1399.625 41,074.433 7781
(0.0, 1.7) 9 339,754.44 370.67 1202.633 47,057.433 7252
(0.0, 2.0) 15 370,302.20 322.00 1316.720 38,081.650 6668
(0.25, 1.1) 19 172,926.37 288.11 506.991 11,839.150 5667
(0.25, 1.4) 14 408,041.79 425.50 1043.287 30,031.252 8191
(0.25, 1.7) 12 550,337.08 367.00 1588.000 46,417.566 7963
(0.25, 2.0) 12 565,325.25 374.67 1905.978 49,848.717 7540
(0.5, 1.1) 20 21,760.60 154.65 70.492 1409.834 3093
(0.5, 1.4) 19 285,420.63 352.53 759.620 17,193.434 7014
(0.5, 1.7) 12 494,849.58 398.17 1313.013 39,475.650 7913
(0.5, 2.0) 8 399,066.25 310.75 1137.865 47,180.400 7440
Table 4
Results for the heuristic algorithm
n completed avg nodes avg WPareto avg WPareto∗ avg CPU (s) avg CPU∗ (s)
W = 10
60 238/240 60,107.67 23.85 24.50 206.601 1865.583
70 233/240 116,300.70 24.20 14.43 498.230 2060.607
80 206/240 224,696.50 24.47 16.33 1352.530 3874.970
W = 100
60 237/240 101,143.00 23.96 23.00 348.075 2742.378
70 220/240 184,864.20 24.43 19.45 873.464 3856.708
80 189/240 291,993.31 24.58 18.75 1869.474 5099.461
there is no sequence s′ having both Cw(s′)<Cw(s) and Lmax(s′)<Lmax(s) [22]. The set of all weak Pareto-optimal
sequences is called the Pareto boundary or trade-off curve. A problem is completed (by the heuristic algorithm) if the
algorithm terminates within the node limit of 1,000,000 nodes. For such completed problems, the algorithm identiﬁes
a representative set of (around 25) weak Pareto-optimal sequences sampled uniformly from the entire range of Lmax
values [L∗max, L
w
p
max],i.e, it gives a representative sample of points from the trade-off curve. (The number of Pareto
optima generated may be less than the desired number (25), as some steps may set a range for the Lmax value which
contains no Pareto-optimal solution.) Table 4 contains the results of the computational experiment for the heuristic
algorithm. We have generated again 12 groups of 20 problem instances for each value of n, and for each set of 240
problems with the same n we report: the number of problems completed (denoted by completed); the average number
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of nodes for the completed problems (denoted by avg nodes); the average number of weak Pareto-optimal sequences
identiﬁed for the completed problems (denoted by avgWPareto); the average number of weak Pareto-optimal sequences
identiﬁed for the problems that did not complete (denoted by avg WPareto∗); the average CPU time in seconds for
the completed problems (denoted by avg CPU); and the average CPU time in seconds for the problems that did not
complete (denoted by avg CPU∗). Examining these results, we note that the heuristic algorithm performed very well,
completing over 90% of the 1440 randomly generated problems with up to 80 jobs. Studying the average CPU times
we see that for the completed problems the heuristic algorithm identiﬁes a representative set of (around 25) weak
Pareto-optimal sequences in a reasonable amount of time.
5. Summary and concluding remarks
We have described a uniﬁed theory of deriving a master sequence and a global dominance order for scheduling
problems which have a 2-dimensional adjacent interchange order. We have shown how the dominant sequences can be
extracted from themaster sequence and gave the alternative characterization for them via a global dominance order. This
global dominance order facilitates a very efﬁcient implementation of branch and bound algorithms for these problems, as
the sequences considered simply have to be restricted to partial linear extensions of the dominance order.We have used
the single-machine bicriterion problem of enumerating all Pareto-optimal sequences with respect to the total weighted
completion time and maximum lateness objectives as the main example to which the theory was applied. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst algorithm capable of enumerating all the Pareto-optimal sequences for relatively large
problems for which the number of the sequences grows extremely fast. Overall, we were able to completely solve over
90% of the 1440 randomly generated problems with up to 50 jobs. For larger problems, with up to 80 jobs, we used
the same algorithm in a heuristic fashion to ﬁnd a representative set of (around 25) weak Pareto-optimal sequences.
Since our approach uses only ordering properties of the problems considered, it is also applicable to a large number of
other, seemingly unrelated scheduling problems. The application of the theory to other problems will be the subject of
future research.
Appendix
Algorithm Pareto_optima;
create(J d, J wp , ,≺); {create and sort the lists, ﬁnd the master sequence and dominance order}
L
w
p
max := Lmax(J
w
p ); {ﬁnd Lmax of the list J
w
p }
L∗max := Lmax(J d); {ﬁnd Lmax of the list J d}
J d = J d ; {where for each j ∈ J , let dj = dj + L∗max}
nodes := 0; {nodes is a global work variable used to count the number of nodes generated}
optimize(J d , J
w
p ,≺, Cw,Lmax, nodes); {optimize 1|dj |∑wjCj , ﬁnds ﬁrst point (Cw,Lmax) = (Cw,L∗max)}
iterations := 1; {number of 1|dj |∑wjCj problems solved}
ties := 0;
step := 1; {Note that step := 
(L
w
p
max − L∗max)/25; for heuristic algorithm}
L := L
w
p
max − step;
while (L∗max <L) and (nodes < 1, 000, 000) do
begin
iterations := iterations + 1;
J d = J d ; {where for each j ∈ J , let dj = dj + L}
LastCw := Cw;
optimize(J d, J
w
p ,≺, Cw,Lmax, nodes); {optimize 1|dj |∑wjCj , ﬁnd the point (Cw,Lmax)}
if Cw = LastCw then ties := t ies + 1;
L := Lmax − step;
end;
Pareto := iterations − ties; {counts the number of nonequivalent Pareto sequences found}
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